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We show that if / is any function on a triangle T, then the variation of the 
gradient of the nth Bernstein polynomial B,(J) on T cannot exceed the variation of 
the gradient of the nth Bizier net {” on T. We deduce that iffis in Cz( T), then the 
variation of the gradient of B,(j) on T is bounded by a given constant (depending 
on T) times the variation of the gradient off: It is further shown that the variation 
of B,(f) on T is bounded by 2n/(n + 1) times the variation of ,fn on T. (’ 1987 
Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In order to motivate our discussion we first recall some properties of 
univariate Bernstein polynomials [3]. Let p be any polynomial of degree 
n > 1. Then we can write p in the form 
p(x)= f ai 1 (l-x)‘Xn-i* 
i=O 0 
Then 
Ji (p(X)ldXd i Iail I,’ t1 -x)‘x”pidx 
i=o 
which gives 
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Applying (2) to p’ and p” gives 
c’ (, IP’W~“~ 14, I -u,l, I = 0
s ,: Ip”(x)ldv&‘~2 la,+2--2u,+, +a,/ I = 0 
(3) 
(4) 
Inequalities (3) and (4) can be expressed neatly by introducing the 
function d on [0, 1 ] which is linear on [i/n, (i + 1 )/n] for i = 0, l,..., n - 1 
and satisfies A(i/n) = a, (i = 0, l,..., n). We denote by V(f, [0, 11) the total 
variation of a function,f‘on [0, 1] and write V, (f; [0, 11) = V(.f’, [0, 11). 
Then (3) and (4) can be written as 
up, co, 1116 V(4 [IO, 111, (5) 
V,(P, co, 1116 V,(& LO, 11). (6) 
Another related result, due to Polya and Schoenberg [S], is that if 
S(f; [0, I]) denotes the number of times a function .f changes sign on 
[0, 11, then 
.YP, K4 11) 6 $4 co, 1 I). (7) 
We now see how inequalities (5) (6), and (7) are equivalent to 
“variation diminishing” properties of Bernstein polynomials. For any 
function,f‘on [0, l] we define the Bernstein polynomial B,,(f) by 
B,,(f)(x) = i .f’ 
I I 0 
(8) 
Let ,f, denote the function on [O, 1 ] which is linear on [i/n, (i + 1 )/n] for 
i=O, I,..., n - 1 and interpolates ,f at i/n (i = 0, l,..., n). Then from (5), (6), 
and (7) we have 
VB,(j‘), lo, II)< f’(.k CO, 111, (9) 
v, (B,, (.I’), CO> 11) d v, 6, CO> 111, (10) 
S(B,,(.f’L lo, 11WXk CO, 11). (11) 
It is easily seen that 
wk co, 11) d w co, 1 I) 
v, (.L co, 11 d v, CL LO, 11) (f’EC’(CO> ll)), 
.wL LO, 1 I) d XL ILO, 11) 
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and so 
VB,,u-h co> 11) G vf, [O, 1113 (12) 
v,(B,,u-), II02 II)< V,(f, i-0,11) (.fE C’(CO9 ll)), (13) 
S(B,, (f)> co7 11) 6 S(L co, 11). (14) 
We now turn to a consideration of analogous results for Bernstein 
polynomials on triangles. Let T,, T,, T3 be the vertices of the triangle T. 
We shall identify any point P in T with its barycentric coodinates (u, u, w), 
where 
P=uT,+vT,+wT3, u+v+w= 1, u 2 0, v 2 0, w 2 0. 
For any function f on T we define the Bernstein polynomial B,(,f, T), or 
simply B,,(f), by 
(15) 
We denote by f’,, the function on T which interpolates j’at {(i/n, j/n, k/n): 
i+ j+ k = n) and which is linear on each element of Q,,, the regular 
triangulation of T at the same points { (i/n,j/n, k/n)}. This function fn is 
called the nth BPzier net of 121. For future reference we now give an 
explicit description of the triangulation Qn. For i,,j, k > 0, i + j+ k = n - 1, 
we let CJ,, denote the triangle with vertices 
For i,,j, k 3 0, i + j + k = n - 2, we let W,,k denote the triangle with vertices 
( 
i j+l k+l i+l j k+l k - .- if1 j+l - 
1 i 
--- 
n’n’ n ’ n > ( ‘n’ n ’ > n ’ n ‘n 
Then Cl,,= {Cl,,,: i+,j+k=n- I} u {W,,k: i+j+k=n-2). This is 
illustrated for n = 4 in Fig. 1, where the triangles Ullk and W,, are shown in 
white and black, respectively. 
We require the analogs of I’ and V, to vanish only for constant functions 
and for linear functions, respectively. Since we also require them to be 
invariant under rotations, we define 
W; T) := i‘ (f’, ~.f.:)“~, (16) 7 
v, (.A T) := 1 U-t, + ?f’,, +.f~,P2. (17) 
T 
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Definition (17) does not make sense for the function x,, except in the 
sense of taking a limit as now described. For i, j, k 3 0, i +,j + k = n - 2, the 
change in the gradient of .f, across the line segment I,, joining ((i + 1 )/PI, 
(j+ 1 )ln, k/n) and ((i+ l)ln,j/n, (k + I)/ n is easily seen to have magnitude ) 
i+l j k+l 
-f(y,;,T)i nlT2T31/2A (18) 
where T, T, denotes the vector from T, to T, and A = Area T. 
So V, (f,,, N) for some small neighbourhood N around l& can be 
regarded as (18) multiplied by the length of I&. Denoting this by VI,,(,f,,) 
we have 
i+l j+l k 
-f(T,Il,;)-f($;j’~)~ ITzTJ2/2A (20) 
Corresponding formulae hold for the variation Vf,,(J,) and Vi,(f?,,) 
around the line joining ((i + 1 )/n, (j + 1 )/n, k/n) to (i/n, (j + 1 )/n, (k + 1 )/n) 
and around the line joining ((i + 1 )/n, j/n, (k + 1 )/n) to (i/n, (j + 1 )/n, 
(k + 1 )/n), respectively. We therefore define 
V,(fm T)= t c V:jk (.fn)’ (21) 
>=l ,+,+k=n ~2 
We have now formulated analogs of (9) and (lo), namely 
V&(f), T) d V(J",, T), 
VI (B,(T) d V, (fin> T). 
(22) 
(23) 
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It is not clear to the author how to formulate an analog of inequality 
(11). We prove in Section 2 that inequality (23) does indeed hold and is 
sharp. This says, roughly speaking, that B,,(f) cannot be further from 
being linear than is Al. In Section 4 we show that (22) does not hold in 
general but instead we have 
J’(B, (f), T) < -$ Viz> T). (24) 
It remains to consider analogs of (12) and (13). Now for any given 
values {fVk: i, j, k > 0, i+ j+ k = n}, we can find a smooth function f 
satisfying f(i/a, j/n, k/n) =f,jk (it-j+ k = n) for which V(f, T) is arbitrarily 
small. Thus there is no constant C such that V(B,,(f, T) 6 CV(J T) for all 
smooth functionsf. In contrast we show in Section 3 that there is a con- 
stant C (depending on the angles of T) such that 
V, (B, (f ), T) d CV, (f, T) 
for all f in C2( T). Such a constant C can be given explicitly in terms of the 
angles of T; in particular C can be taken < 2 if T is close enough to 
equilateral. 
Finally we mention a recent result of Chang and Davis [l] which has 
some similarities with our results and was partly responsible for the writing 
of this paper. The authors show that ifin is convex on T, then B,,(f) is con- 
vex; but also give an example of a convex function f on T for which B,,(f) 
is not convex. 
2. THEOREM 1 
THEOREM 1. For any n > 1 and any function f on the triangle T, 
V, (B,(f 1, T) d V, tic T). (23) 
Our method of proof is to derive (23) first for the special case when 
B,(f) is of degree 2 and then subdivide T and approximate B,(f) on each 
sub-triangle by a quadratic polynomial. We shall denote by 17, the space of 
polynomials of degree r and write frlk = f (i/n, jjn, kin), A = Area T. 
LEMMA 1. Inequality (23) holds if B,(f) is in IZ2. 
Proof. Choose h in n, so that (B,(f) - h)(u, u, W) = au* + bu2 + cw* for 
some a, b, c. Putting g = f - h, we have B,,(g) = B, (f) - B,(h) = B,(f) - h, 
since B, reproduces n, . Then VI (B,(f), T) = V, (B,(g) + h, T) = 
116 1. U. r. <;OOl>MAN 
VI (B,,(g), T) and f’r u?,,, T) = k’, ($,, + 11, 7) = V, (K,,, T). So it is sufficient 
to prove 
A straightforward calculation shows that 
V,(B,(g), 7.)=& (a21TJ14+b2~TiT,~4+C21T,T2~4 
+~u~(T,T,~T,T,)~+~~~(T,T,~T,T,)’ 
+2cu(T, T,. TzT3)2)“2. (26) 
We now calculate 
(21 + c + 11’)” 2, 
V, (g,,, T). Since B,(g) = (UU’ + bu2 + CW’) x 
we have for i+j+k=n, 
~ {ai(i- l)+&(j- l)+ck(k- I)). 
Applying (20) now gives for i +j + k = n - 2, 
(27) 
Deriving corresponding formulae for V$ (i,) and V$ (&) and sub- 
stituting into (2 1) gives 
From (26) and (28) we can easily deduce (25). 1 
Now let 
T, :=;(Ti+ T,) (1 <i,j<3) (29) 
and let A,, A,, A,, A, denote respectively the triangles T, T,, T,, , 
T,, T, T23, T,, T,,T,, T23T31 T,,. Take any function f on T and for 
r=l ,..., 4 write 
f+/+k=n 
where U, v, w now denote barycentric coordinates for A,. (E. g., if r = 1, 
(u, u, w) = UT, + UT,, + wT,, .) 
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LEMMA 2. We have the equations 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
Furthermore 
a:ik = 4 c fijk. (35) 
r=l r+j+k=n rf/+k=n 
Proof Equations (32)(34) follow immediately from Theorem 8 of [ 11. 
To prove (35) we note that the function Filk on T given by F,, (u, v, w) = 
(n!/i!j!k!) UWW~ satisfies 
24 
F’“=(n+ l)(n+2)‘ 
(36) 
This can be seen either by direct calculation or by noting that 
Filk = 2A/(n + l)(n + 2) times a multivariate B-spline (Corollary 2 of [4]). 
From (36) and (15) we see that 
i B,(f)= 
24 
(n+1)(n+2)i+,~k=~~‘k. 
(37) 
Then (35) follows on applying (37) to the triangles A, ,..., A, and noting 
that X4=, !d,Bn(f)=jTBn(f). I 
Formulae (31))(34) can be expressed more neatly by introducing the 
following averaging operators. For any array (bgk} we define 
(AIb)ijk=~(bi,j-l,k+l+bi,,+l,k~I), (38) 
(39) 
(40) 
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LEMMA 3. Let { huk : i + j + k = 2n ) be my arra?; sati?fying hz,, ?,, zx =,I+. 
Then ,for i + j + k = n, 
a:ik= (4A:b),+.,I,k. (41) 
ask = (AtAf,h),,+,,.k, (42) 
aik = (AiA;b),,,,k+., (43 1 
a~k=(A;AiA:bL ,,,, -,,n--k. (44) 
ProoJ: To derive (41) we note that from (40), 
bw+n,,,k=; ’ j b;+.+,-2L?.Z/?,k c LJ p=o 
and from (39) 
by (31). Formulae (42)-(44) follow similarly. 1 
From Eq. (35) and Lemma 3 we can immediately deduce 
LEMMA 4. [f (b,: i + j + k = 2n) is any array, then 
2 ((Al;A:b)i+.,,,k+(A:A;b),.,+.,k 
r+j+k=n 
+ (AIAib),j,k+n +(‘;‘/;A1:b),-i,n~j,n-k} 
= 4 c b2, 2~. 2k. 
i+J+k=n 
LEMMA 5. For r = l,..., 4, let g’ denote any function on A, for which 
B,(f Id,= hk’, A,). Then 
Proof. Note that using barycentric coordinates on A,, g’(i/n, j/n, 
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k/n) = abk (i +j + k = n). NOW consider triangle A 1 and take i, j, k with 
i +j + k = n - 2. Then from (41), after some simplification, 
1 
ai+2,j,k+a~,j+l,~+l~~a!+l,j+~,~~uaf+l,j,k+l 
=aA:A’3(bi+2+.,,k+bi-2++n,j+2,k+2-bi+n,j+2,k-bi+n,j,k+2). 
So from (20), 
V!. (&)<$(A’;A{u).- vk z z+n,,,kl T,T312/2A, (46) 
where for i+j+k=2n-4, 
(47) 
Similarly we have for i +j + k = n - 2, 
V;k($%f (A:A:o)i,,~z+n,kl T2T,12/24 
Vkk(g~)~t(A:AlV)i,j,k~2+nIT2T312/2A, 
‘:,k(g~)~a(A’,A~A~U),~,-i,n~2-,,n~2~kl T2T,12/‘2A. 
(48) 
From (46), (48), and Lemma 4 (with b replaced by u and 12 by n - 2) we 
have 
i c cjk(gL)d 1 J”2i. 2j, 2k I T2 T, I 2/2A 
r=l r+J+k=n--2 rfj+k=n-2 
= c Ifi+2,j,k+fi,j+1,k+I-fr+I,J+1,k 
i+J+k=n-2 
-fi+I,j,k+ll IT2TJ2/‘2A 
= c v;k tit ) 
i+j+k=n-2 
by (4’i’), the fact that b2i,2j,2k=j-yk, and (20). 
Deriving corresponding inequalities for C:= 1 x3,+ J + k = n ~ 2 Vs( 2;) 
(s = 2, 3) and applying (21) gives 
r& V,(&A,)= 2 i: 1 ?jk(&, 
r=l s=l r+j+k=n-2 
v;k & ) 
s=l i+j+k=n-2 
= &tin> T). I 
640/50/2-3 
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Proof of Theorem I. For any p in I7,!, p = B,(g) for some function g on 
T and g,, depends only on p and not the choice of g. Then V, (g,, T) and 
VI (p, T) are both norms on J7,/I7, and so there is a constant C such that 
V, L&v Z-1 6 CV, (B,(g), T) (49) 
for all functions g on T. Moreover since (49) is invariant under translation, 
rotation or change of scale, it also holds for any triangle similar to T. 
Now take m 3 1 and recall that Q, is the triangulation of T defined after 
Eq. (15). Take any triangle A in Q,,, and write B,(f)lA=q(A)+r(A), 
where q(A) is in IZ2 and all second-order derivatives of r(A) vanish at some 
point in ,4. Then the second-order derivatives of r(A) tend to zero as 
m + CG uniformly over all A in 52, and so 
V,(B,(f),A)= V,(q(A),n)+o 
Now choose functions g, h on A such that B, (f )1/i = B, (g, ,4) and 
q(A) = B,(h, V). Then from Lemma 1, with T replaced by A, 
VI(d~),~)d WiJ) 
6 V,(i,, A)+ Wh-cd;, A) 
~V,(8,,n)+CV,(B,(h-g),/1) (51) 
by (49). Now B,(h-g,A)=B,(h,A)-B,(g,A)=q(A)-B,(f)=-r(A) 
and so 
VI(B,(h-g),A)= vl(r(A),A)=o(l/m2). (52) 
Combining (50), (51), and (52) gives 
V,(B,(f),n)< V1(i,(A),A)+o(l/m2) 
where we have replaced g, by g,,(A) to make clear it depends on A. Thus 
V,(B,,(fh T)= c V,(&(f),n) 
ntn, 
If m = 2” we can apply Lemma 5 successively to give 
(53) 
(54) 
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Combining (53) and (54) and letting s + cc then completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 1 
We see from the proof of Lemma 1 that equality holds in (23) when 
B,(fNu, 0, w) = u2. 
3. THEOREM 2 
THEOREM 2. For any f in C’(T), 
~,(Kz(f)> T)GC~,(f, TL (55) 
where if T has angles CI, fl, y, then 
C ~ 2 = min { a2 + h2 + c2 + 2bc cos’ c( + 2ca cos2 /? + 2ab cos2 y 
:Jal + (bl + ICI = 1). (56) 
It is easily seen that if T is equilateral, then C= &/3. Now from 
Theorem 1 it is sufficient to prove that for f in C’(T), 
V, t.fn, T) G Cv, (f, T). (57) 
In a similar manner to the proof of Theorem 1 we shall first prove this 
for f in Z72 and then subdivide T and approximate f on each subtriangle by 
a quadratic polynomial. 
LEMMA 6. Inequality (57) holds iff is in I12. 
Proof. Choose h in 17, so that (f- h)(u, u, w) =au2 + bv2 + cw2 for 
some a, b, c. Putting g =f - h, we have V, vn,, T) = V,(g, + h, T) = 
V, (S,, T) and V, (f, T) = V, (g, T). Thus it is sufficient o prove that 
v, (i,, T) d CJ’, k, T). (58) 
From (26) we have 
V,(g, T)=& {a21T2T314+b21T3T,~4+c2)T1T214 
+2abIT2T,~2~T,T,~2cos2y+2bclT,T,~2~T,T2)2cos2a 
+ 2cal T, T, I 2l T, T, I2 cos2 /?} l”. (59) 
We now calculate V, (in, T). For i +j + k = n, g(i/n, j/n, k/n) = 
( l/n2)(ai2 + bj2 + ck2). So from (20) for i + j + k = n - 2, 
~f,,(~,)=lal.IT2T312/n2d 
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with corresponding formulae for V$(g,,) and V:,,(g,). Substituting into 
(21) gives 
n-1 
~,(8L> T)= 2nd - il~lI~*~312+l~11~3~,12+ lclIT,T,/*}. (60) 
Then (58) follows from (56), (59), and (60). 1 
LEMMA 7. For any function f on T, 
J’dfn, T)d V,&, T). (61) 
Proqf: We note that fzi, *,, 2k =,f&. So for i + j + k = n - 2, 
lfr+2,i,k+fi,j,k+I-fi+I.j+I,k-fr+I,,,k+I/ 
6 If21 +4. Zj, 2k +fir + 2, 2j+ I. 2k + I -f2i+ 3, ZJ+ I, 2k -A+ 3, 21, 2k + , I 
+If2i+3,2j+,.2k+f2r+,,2/+2,2k+,-f 2r+ 2. 2J t 2, 2k f -_ 2, t 2, 2, + I, 2k + 1 
+ I.fiZ f 3, 2J, ?k + I +f*i+ I. 2J -+ I, 2k + 2 -fii+ 2, 2~ + I, 2k + I -f2i+ 2. 21, 2k + 2 1 
+ If*;+ 2. 2jr 1, 2k + 1 +f2,, 21+ 2, 2k + 2 -f2r + 1. 2j+ 2, 2k + I -f2r + 1, 2, + I, 2k + 2 I 
and so from (20), 
v~~ci;,)~V:i+2,2j,2k~2~)+v:;+,,2,+,,2k(~2,)+~~j+,2,2k+~(~2n) , . 
+ c2,. 1,2k + 1 V2J. 
Deriving corresponding inequalities for Vik tin) and Vik g,,) and apply- 
ing (21) gives (61). m 
Proof of Theorem 2. Take m > 1 and any triangle A in 52,. Write 
f I,4 = q + r (depending on A ), where q is in Z7* and r,xr, r\- .,,, rl:,, + 0 as 
m -+ 00 uniformly over A in Q,. Then for s 2 1, jmJ (A = im, + i,,Y and by 
Lemma 6, 
Now 
VI CL??.,, A) = v, (4,&Y A) + 411m2) 
dCV,(q,A)+o(l/m2) 
=cv,(f;A)+o(l/m’). 
dC c ~,(~n)+m’o(l/m*)+~(l/s) 
Ass?, 
= CL’, (A T) + m20( l/m’) + 0( l/s). (62) 
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If ms = 2’n we can apply Lemma 7 successively to give 
VI CL, T) G v, t.L, n (63) 
Combining (62) and (63) and letting m, s + a3 gives (57). 1 
4. THEOREM 3 
We recall the definition of U, given after Eq. (15) and define 
u=u,(T)=~ {UVk:i+j+k=n-1). (InFig.l, U=U,(T)is the region 
of T coloured white.) We can now state the following result which clearly 
implies (24). 
THEOREM 3. For any n 2 1 and any function f on T, 
V(&(f), T)& WI, w (64) 
If f is linear we have equality in (64) for then V(B, (f ), T) = V(f, T) = 
lvfld = IVflGWn+ l))A rea U = (2n/(n+ 1)) V(f, U) = (2n/(n+ 1)) 
VCL, U). 
We shall prove Theorem 3 by subdividing T and approximating B,(f) 
on each triangle by a linear function. 
LEMMA 8. If S denotes the triangle with vertices A, B, C, and g is the 
linear function on S satisfying g(A) = a, g(B) = 6, g(C) = c, then 
V(g,S)=fI(b-c)A+(c-a)B+(a-b)CI. (65) 
Proqf: Straightforward calculation. 
LEMMA 9. If g’ and A, are as in Lemma 5 (r = l,..., 4), then 
r$l V(t% u,(Ar))G VCfm U,(T)). (66) 
Proof: For i, j, k k 0 with i + j + k = 2n - 2 we let Aiik denote the sub- 
triangle of T with vertices 
i j k+2 
2n’IG’ 2n -> . 
We note that for i + j + k = n - 1, AZi,2j,2k = U,,. For i + j + k = n, r = l,..., 4 
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we define urlk as in (301, while for i +,j + k = 2n we define h,,, as in 
Lemma 3. If L denotes the linear function on Ar,k satisfying 
L 
iS2 j k ~-- 
2n ‘2n’2n > 
=h ,+22./.k, L(&,~,;)=b,,,+2.k, 
we write 
x, = v(L, A,,). 
Then 
(67) 
uL> U,(U)= 1 al> U,#c)= c x2i, 2j. 2k . (68) 
r+]+k=w I r+j+k=n- I 
Now for i + j+ k = n - 1, consider the triangle U,+nj,k. From (41) we 
see, after some simplification, that 
= f A/;A;(b r+n-1,/+2.k -bi+n I,j,k+2?b,+n I.i,k+2-b,+n+l,i,k, 
b r+n+ 1.i.k -hi+. I,./+ 2.k 1 
From Lemma 8 it follows that 
(69) 
and so 
V(&, u,(A,))= c v(k?;~ U,+n,,,k) 
r+/+k=n- I 
i+,+k=n I 
Similarly we have 
(71) 
r+,+k=n-I 
V(i?:, U,(A,))d$ 1 (A;A:A:JX lLi,n-lL,,n-1-k. (73) 
r+,+k=n- I 
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From (70)-(73) and Lemma 4 (with b replaced by X and n by n - 1) we 
have 
1 X2i,Zj,Zk= vUn3 un(T)) 
i+j+k=n-1 
by (68). I 
Proof of Theorem 3. Proceeding in a manner similar to that in the 
proof of Theorem 1, we see that there is a constant C such that 
w,, A) d w41kh A) (74) 
for all triangles A similar to T and all functions g on A. 
Now take m > 1 and any triangle A in 52,. We write 
B,(f )(A = q(A) + r(A), where q(A) E 17, and all first-order derivatives of 
r(A) vanish at some point in A. Then 
(75) 
Now choose a function g on A such that B, (f )IA = B,( g, A). Then, 
putting q( f! ) = q, 
(76) 
by (74). Now 
B,(q-g,/i)=q-B,(g,/i)=q-B,(f)= -r(A). (77) 
Combining (75) (76), and (77) gives 
V(B,(f), u,M))G Vi,(n), U,(~))+o(llm2). (78) 
Now 
VB,(f )> n)=$ V&(f ), u,(n)) + o 
( > 
--$ 
So by (78) and (79) 
I. (79) 
(80) 
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If m = 2,’ we can apply Lemma 9 successively to give 
Combining (80) and (81) and letting s --f EZ then completes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 1 
We remark that Theorem 3 can also be proved by a similar method to 
the proof of (9) in Section 1. However for consistency we have proved all 
three results by the same method of subdivision. 
Finally we give an example to show that in general we do not have 
V(B,(f), T) < V&, 7). Let T be an equilateral triangle with vertices 
T,=(O,fi), T,=(-l,O), T3=(lrO). Take n=2 and let f be any 
function on T satisfying f( 7;) = 1, f( TX) = - 1, f( T,) =f(i( T, + r,)) = 
f(t(T2+ T3)) = ,f($(T, + T,)) = 0. Then B,(f)(u, u, w) = u2- w2 and 
B, (f)(x, y) = xy/$ - X. A straightforward calculation then shows that 
V(B,(f), T) = sinh-m ‘(l/a) + 3. It is easily seen that Vv,,,, T) = 1 and so 
VB,,(f), T) ’ Vfi, T). 
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